
Can the declining prevalence of
left-handedness with age be due to smoking?
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The objective of this study was to assess whether smoking habits can explain the decline in left-handedness prevalence
with age. Subjects participating in a population-based survey (n=3,071) in Geneva, Switzerland, completed a
questionnaire on innate hand preference, current hand preference for writing and smoking habits. The prevalence
of innate left-handedness in the Geneva population was 9.4% in men and 7.4% in women. There was no association
between smoking and left-handedness. It is concluded that smoking is not associated with hand preference and is
an unlikely cause of overmortality in left-handed subjects.
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T,he average prevalence of left-handedness ranges from
5% to 10% but is lower in older generations.1 This age
effect could reflect a stronger societal pressure to switch
to the right hand earlier in the century than nowadays. '
On the other hand, switching from left to right hand
preference does not fully explain the decline of left-
handedness with age.̂  An alternative explanation is that
left-handed people have a shorter life expectancy than
the rest of the population,4 but the association of left-
handedness with specific diseases or traumatic events is
controversial.5'6

Although there is no a priori reason to believe that left-
handed people have different smoking habits, tobacco
exposure is the main known environmental risk factor
that, if associated with left-handedness, could result in an
increased mortality among left-handed persons. In this
case a strong effect is expected as, according to Doll et al.
only 8% of heavy smokers are still alive at the age of 85,
compared to 30% among the never smokers.' Thus, if
smoking resulted in shorter survival in left-handed
people, left-handedness would be positively associated
with smoking in the younger generation. In contrast, a
weaker association would be found in the older group as
left-handed smokers would have already died from
tobacco-related diseases. The objective of this study is to
assess whether exposure to tobacco smoke during
adult life could explain the decline of left-handedness
prevalence with age.

SUBJECTS AND METHODS
The Bus Sant6 2000 project is a long-term, ongoing,
community-based survey of cardiovascular risk factors
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conducted every year in men and women since 19938.
Data reported here compnse 3,071 participants randomly
selected throughout 1993 to 1996, to represent the
89,000 men and 98,000 women non-institutionalized
residents aged 35 to 74 years. Overall participation rate
was 63%.
Participants completed a self-administered standardized
questionnaire covering lifestyle factors, among them an
extensive and detailed smoking history section. Two
questions, introduced in 1993 for men and 1994 for
women, assessed hand preference:
• 'What was your innate hand preference?' and
• 'Which hand do you use for writing?'
with three possible answers 'Right-handed', 'Left-handed'
and 'Ambi-dextrous'.
Subjects were defined as never smokers (subjects who had
never smoked or smoked less than 100 cigarettes in their
lifetime), current smokers (subjects who smoked at least
100 cigarettes in their lifetime) and former smokers (sub-
jects who had stopped smoking for at least one year and
were not currently smoking). Among current and former
smokers, the number of cigarettes per day and the number
of years of smoking was computed.
Statistical analysis relies on age-adjusted odds ratios (OR)
and their 95% confidence intervals (CI) obtained using
logistic regression.

RESULTS
The prevalence of innate left-handedness in the Geneva
population was 9.4% (95% confidence interval (CI):
8.0-10.8%) in men and 7.4% (95% CI: 5.8-9.0%) in
women. Prevalence of innate left-handedness was 10.5%,
8.9%, 7.2% and 5.7% in the age groups 35-44, 45-54,
55—64 and 65—74 respectively.
No association between smoking habits and left-handed-
ness was found whether smoking was measured as smoking
status, amount smoked or duration of smoking habit
(table 1). These results were not modified when the
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association of smoking status was assessed separately in
older and younger subjects.
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DISCUSSION
We found a decrease of innate left-handedness prevalence
with age which is consistent with previous reports.1

Left-handed subjects were not more likely to smoke than
the rest of the population, either in younger or older ages.
We failed, therefore, to demonstrate that the decline of
left-handedness with age could potentially be attributed
to higher exposure to smoking. On the other hand, die
increase of right hand writing with age suggested that
left-handed subjects had switched hand preference,2 most
likely because of society pressure.
A possible limitation of this study was the question on
innate left-handedness which did not refer to any specific
task (for example writing, brushing teeth, taking the
telephone). It has been shown, however, that this type of
global question is often answered in reference to hand
preference for writing.' On the other hand, this study had
the advantage of being based on a large and representative
sample of the general population of a European urban
area.
We conclude that smoking is not associated with hand
preference and it is an unlikely cause of overmortality in
left-handed subjects.
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Table 1 Proportion (%), adjusted odds ratio (OR) and its

95% confidence interval (95% Cl) of innate left hand preference

compared to innate nght hand preference, by smoking exposure.

Geneva, Switzerland 1993-1996

Smoking habit

35-54 years of age

Never

Former

Current

55-74 years of age

Never

Former

Current

Number of cigarettes
per day

Never smoker

1-9 cig/day

10-19 cig/day

20-29 cig/day

30-39 cig/day

240 cig/day

Number of years
smoking

Never smoker

1-9 years

10-19 years

£20 years

a; Adjusted for age and gender

n

1,093

816
703

202

184
67

1,297

410
546
522
146
136

1,295

282
493
990

%

8.7
9.3
9.3

4.5
7.1
6.0

8.1
8.5
7.1

10.3

11.0

8.1

8.0
8.2

10.3

8.4

OR"

10

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.4

1.2

1.0

1.0

0.8

1.2

1.2

1.0

1.0

0.9

1.2

1.0

(95% CI)

(0.8-1.4)

(0.7-1.4)

(0.6-3.6)

(0.4-4.3)

(0.7-1.6)
(0.6-1.2)
(0.8-1.7)
(0.7-2.2)
(0.9-1.1)

(0.6-1.5)
(0.8-1.7)
(0.8-1.4)


